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THIS IS CHURCH
7 Marks of a NT Church

- Evangelistic Proclamation
- Christian Baptism
- Apostolic Teaching
- Genuine Relationships
- Christ Centered Gatherings
- Fervent Prayer
- Sacrificial Living

THIS IS CHURCH
Understand The Mandate

Matthew 28:19-20

Acts 1:8

- **Methodology**
  
  Deut 6:7ff

- **Mark**

- **Content**
  
  2Tim 2:2

THIS IS CHURCH
Understand The Methodology
Acts 3:10

- Not Intentionality
- Instead Opportunity  Col 4:2-6
Understand The Message

Acts 2:36-39

• Spiritual Reality: Jesus is...
  ~Lord
  ~Christ

• Personal Response
  ~Repent
  ~Baptized
  ~ Forgiveness

THIS IS CHURCH
Understand The Messenger

Mt 28:19-20

• Concern
• Correction
• Challenge

Acts 1:8

THIS IS CHURCH
Two Questions

- Are **YOU** a disciple?
- Are **YOU** making disciples?